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Preface: In the Words of Others
AMOR VINCIT OMNIA [love conquers all]
I thought once how Theocritus had sung 
Of the sweet years, the dear and wished for years,
Who each one in a gracious hand appears 
To bear a gift for mortals, old or young:
And, as I mused it in his antique tongue,
I saw, in gradual vision through my tears,
The sweet, sad years, the melancholy years,
Those of my own life, who by turns had flung 
A shadow across me. Straightway I was 'ware,
So weeping, how a mystic Shape did move 
Behind me, and drew me backward by the hair,
And a voice said in mastery, while I strove,
Guess now who holds thee?'— Death,' I said. But there,
The silver answer rang... Not Death, but Love.'
E. Barrett Browning, 1995, ‘Part I, Sonnets from the Portuguese', Aurora Leigh and
other Poems, Penguin Books, London.
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“Writing can be displayed as both object and knowledge’'
S. Stewart, 1984, On Longing, John Hopkins University Press, Baltimore.
“Historians are not analysts, they are lovers and believers”
M. Clark, 1995, History of Australia, Penguin Books, Sydney.
“Any truth can be manifested in two ways: by things or by words”
T. Aquinas, 1926, Ouaestiones Quodlibetales', cited by Gombrich, 1972.
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Abstract: Remnant and Reliquary
PROPOSITUM [proposal]
“An attempt to see through objects, not just the objects themselves, to the cultural 
meanings to which they relate or that they might mediate''
T. Schlereth, 1992, p. 31.
This thesis conducts a number of examinations which serve to articulate the artefact as 
a carrier of meaning, as a signifier of historical time and place. Furthermore, the 
artefact or its fragmentary remains are considered within the collection where they rest; 
the museum, library and exhibition spaces are explored as repositories assigned with 
notions of identity and cultural significance. Additionally, artworks are created and 
displayed as artefacts whose particular aspects raised as a result of research are 
interpreted using contemporary ideals. The thesis is reconciled as an artefact in its own 
right, built on the foundations of the ‘book' as a vehicle for the transmission of ideas; as 
object and knowledge.
WomenV historical memory is framed through a series of such examinations centred in 
colonial Australia, 1788-1901, where the artefact is traced to reveal its particular 
aureatic character, then read, registered and (re)read. Artefacts have been collected, 
observed, grouped, exposed, used, drawn, described and recorded as the focal point for 
research which reveal the artefact's own narrative and mythology. The concepts of 
disposal and dispossession, dormancy, provenance and procurement enrich readings. 
Consideration is also made of the environments in which the objects have come to 
reside, enabling slumbering latency, time and decay, protection and secrecy. Artefacts 
included in this project are those designed and made for pragmatic or ritual use, some 
collected as memento, as the ephemera of daily life, or for the protection and 
adornment of the fragile and sensuous body. Fragmentary remains within this study 
have been granted an elevated status traditionally reserved for artefacts of historical 
significance or great beauty. My original artwork reframes these fragmentary artefacts 
for a contemporary viewer, placed in the exhibition environment. Series of drawings
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and photography, assemblage, collage and jewellery works to adorn the body,
comprising over fifty individual works, further reinforce the themes addressed through 
the text. These artworks were exhibited at the Hyde Park Barracks Museum on March 
8, 2009 as part of an International Womens’ Day celebration. An additional exhibition 
has been planned for late 2009. This intimate ?art of the
archaeology, such as undertaken in this thesis, has been cited as part of the Museum’s 
application for World Heritage Listing as a convict site to the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation in August, 2009.
These research findings are presented in specially crafted volumes, designed to
exhibition, have been crafted using the ideologies which underpin the thesis. A 
nineteenth-century photograph album traditionally regarded as a repository for memory 
is mapped, examined and then recontextualised as the conclusive aspect of my 
assessment. My research findings are united, in graphic sympathy with this original 
volume, to create a unique textual curiosity; a modem palimpsest embodied with the 
spirit of the past, the reconciliation of historical memory presented as object and 
knowledge. In this way, the research serves to frame womenV historical memory using 
fragmentary remains as the focal point for scholarly investigation.
Museum’s archaeology exhibits on level Barracks
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